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TRAINING OPTIONS
All webinars billed at $80/hour unless otherwise noted

Company-Wide
Common Forms & Functionality Webinar (1 hour) Unit Occurrences Webinar (1 hour)
For: All users
Our growing line of products offers many new and advanced
features to assist your entire organization. We’ll show you
how to navigate the system’s windows, menus, and forms to
make everyday tasks more efficient. Learn how features such
as Validated Text Lookup, Repeat Entry Logic, and Control
Sequence Keys can help save time and reduce errors.

For: Sales, Service, and Lease/Rental Users who set up and
search Units
When using Sales, Lease/Rental and/or Service, your units
will change ownership several times in their lifetime. Karmak
classifies this change of ownership as an occurrence. Learn
to search, view, and maintain both current and previous
occurrences.

Local Purchase Orders Webinar (1 hour)

FRW (Fusion Report Writer) Webinar (1 hour)

For: Sales Management users, Service Writers, Parts Counter
personnel, Accounting personnel, Lease/Rental users

For: Managers, General Managers, Directors, Dealer
Principals, IT

Local Purchase Orders (LPOs) help you effectively track unit
costs in Sales Management. Learn how to create, reference,
and process LPOs, as well as how to close, void, and look up
LPOs.

Fusion Report Writer allows you to create custom reports,
which can be exported or scheduled to run at the interval
of your choice. Learn how to create various analyses, charts,
dashboards and reports using real-time information from
Fusion. We will also cover how to create reports using multiple
visuals and scheduling those reports to run automatically.

Scheduling Reports with Job Scheduler Webinar
(1 hour)
For: Managers, General Managers, Directors, Dealer
Principals, IT

Alerts Webinar (1 hour)

Report Job Scheduler allows you to pick and choose which
reports to run. Whether it is daily, weekly, bi-weekly, monthly,
or annually, we can schedule reports to run accordingly. We
will also discuss how to set up memorized parameters and
printer characteristics in order for Job Scheduler to work most
effectively. Report Job Scheduler allows you to automatically
receive reports via either email or a print out.

Learn how to set up an alert or message for specific instances
within Fusion; for example, if you want a customer or Service
Manager notified automatically when their repair order is
invoiced, when an invoice is posted for more than a specific
dollar amount, and many others. We will cover how to select
conditions desired for the alert to be sent and how to set up
the notification that is sent.

For: All Users

Ready to Enroll?
To schedule a webinar, or for more information on additional training options, email us at
webinars@karmak.com or give us a call at 800-622-6311!
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